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General Election 2010 - Parliamentary Candidate Responses to Get Out & Vote! Key Platform Issues 

 

To learn more about the context within which the following questions are being framed, please read the narrative 

document available on our website (click on ‘key platform issues’ page). 

NAME: Stella Creasy   

PARTY: Labour   

PARLIAMENTARY SEAT: Walthamstow 

 

1. Anti Discrimination & Islamophobia 

 

Do you support the establishment of a parliamentary committee on Islamophobia, akin to the 

parliamentary committee on anti-Semitism? Do you feel current legislation is sufficiently robust to 

protect against Islamophobia? How would you campaign over the next four years to combat 

Islamophobia? 

 

As someone who works closely with a number of Muslim communities here in Walthamstow I hear 

many concerns about prejudice and discrimination towards Muslims. I would therefore welcome the 

opportunity a parliamentary inquiry would offer to examine the different experiences faced by British 

Muslims and highlight the potential methods for addressing these concerns. As part of its scope such an 

inquiry should consider questions of relevance to your later questions – including the role, nature and 

scope of media coverage of the British Muslim community, variation in educational attainment amongst 

young Muslims and evidence of discrimination within the workplace 

 

2. Climate Change & The Environment 

 

How would you co-opt faith communities to encourage more responsible consumption? How would you 

work with churches / mosques / synagogues and temples to combat climate change? 

 

I work closely with all faiths in Walthamstow to promote action to reduce our local carbon footprint, 

including involving local mosques, churches and temples in community consultation events on this topic 

with Douglas Alexander in December 2008 and with Ed Miliband in November 2009. In particular I’m 

proud that the Muslim and Christian Youth Campaign on Climate Change was started by local residents 

in Walthamstow and continue to seek to work with them to support their work. As well as working with 

representatives of the Government, I have also sought to include several campaigning organisations 

including Oxfam and the Green Alliance in supporting this work and working with residents from a wide 

range of communities based in Walthamstow to consider the impact of climate change on both the UK 

and internationally. 
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3. Crime & Security 

 

Do you feel the balance between liberty and security has tipped too far in recent times in favour of 

security? Do you support the provisions contained within Section 44 of the Terrorism Act? Do you 

support the use of control orders and secret evidence? 

 

The recent ruling on Section 44 of the Terrorism Act by the European Court of Human Rights and 

subsequent appeal by the UK Government will I believe lead ultimately to a further parliamentary 

debate on the use of these powers and how to amend the legislation. The balance between liberty and 

protecting society is the key challenge for any democratic state. This is why I recognize the concerns 

raised last month by Parliament's Joint Committee on Human Rights regarding the problems with 

control orders and support many of the recommendations. If control orders are to continue to be used 

where there is a clear threat to national security, then they should be restricted to a minute number of 

cases and only when there is 

considerable evidence of risk and conventional prosecutions are not possible. While “only” twelve 

control orders are in place at present, if the secret evidence upon which they are based is spurious then 

this is twelve too many. One solution is the strengthening of the powers of Parliament's Intelligence and 

Security Committee to give it an effective scrutinising role in such cases. 

 

4. Education & Muslim Faith Schools 

 

How might the number of Muslim faith schools granted voluntary aided status be improved? Do you 

support an increase in the cost of tuition fees for university students? Given Muslim levels of 

educational achievement lag considerably behind the national average how would you campaign over 

the next four years to improve matters? 

 

If communities of any faith wish to establish schools within the faith school system, then we must 

ensure that the right information and support is available to those communities. 90% of capital funding 

for voluntary-aided faith schools is available from the DCSF or Local Authorities. Enabling and supporting 

communities – or, more specifically, the future governing body of the school-to-be – to fundraise the 

first 10% is the key. 

In terms of the wider education system, I will support the promotion of all faith perspectives, including 

that of Islam, within the Government's Every Child Matters agenda. In terms of higher education, I 

would rather see a graduate tax funding studies so that universities remain as low-cost as possible for 

individuals at the point of entry. I have therefore signed up the NUS Fairer Funding Campaign as part of 

seeking to support debate and discussion on the benefits of such a system of funding for higher 

education. As a local school governor with a wide range of ethnic minority students I recognise the 

importance of investment in schools and support to ensure young people from minority communities 

are given help at an early age to achieve. I would seek to use this experience within supporting public 

policy and also believe that this topic could be usefully explored within the inquiry set out in question 

one. 

 

5. EU Policies & EU enlargement 

 

Has the EU been an effective party in the Quartet for peace in the Middle East? Do you support Turkey’s 

EU accession? Do you think the EU has done enough to condemn the Gaza blockade? Do you support 

French attempts to outlaw the niqab? Over the next four years how would you campaign for a firm and 
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fair UK and EU foreign policy ? What actions would you take to support good governance and 

democracy in neighbour countries bordering the Mediterranean? 

 

Ultimately, the Israel-Palestine conflict will only be resolved by Israelis and Palestinians. Any third-party 

influencers such as the EU – whether through the Quartet, or unilaterally – can best support the cause 

of peace through support for progressive groups in Israel and Palestine. Many significant and effective 

NGOs on both sides of the Green Line receive EU financial and political support and I wish to see this 

continue. However, this does not mean that the EU could not do more to challenge the current situation 

in Gaza. I am proud that the EU is and will continue to be the largest contributor of aid to the 

Palestinians. In her recent visit to Gaza, the EU's High Representative for Foreign Affairs, Baroness 

Ashton, took a 

tough line and condemned violence. A tougher line could be taken on the specific issue of the blockade 

that has caused so much disruption and deprivation for ordinary Palestinians as has been called for by 

the UN itself. I want Turkey to be a full member of the EU and for all its citizens, including those from 

the Kurdish community, to be able to exercise their human rights. I believe in full freedom of choice for 

all women to wear whatever clothes they wish To be firm and fair (including the promotion of good 

governance and democracy) UK foreign policy should be multi-lateral and with decisions properly 

scrutinised by Parliament. As an MP, I would seek to ensure that Parliament's right to influence foreign 

and security policy is fully asserted. 

 

6. Foreign Policy & Counter Terrorism 

 

Is the UK government right to exclude Hamas from direct discussions in negotiations for peace in the 

Middle East? What is your view on the UN Goldstone report? Do you think the Arab citizens of Israel are 

subject to apartheid policies? Do you support Palestinians claims of sovereignty over Masjid Al Aqsa 

(located in occupied East Jerusalem)? What would you do over the next four years to campaign for 

peace and justice for the Palestinian peoples? 

 

The UK government must encourage all parties to the Middle East conflict to talk to each other and 

begin or resume negotiations as elected representatives of the people who live in Israel and Palestine. 

The Goldstone report makes many crucial points and I believe all accusations of war crimes in any 

conflict should be investigated. A just and enduring solution to the conflict includes a resolution of the 

situation in Jerusalem with each religious group holding sovereignty over their holy sites. 

It is clear Arab citizens of Israel do experience persistent discrimination in their everyday lives and life 

chances that must be tackled as part of finding a longer-term solution to this conflict. Thus, I support the 

aims of Israeli-Arab action groups such as the Abraham Fund Initiatives. In seeking a longer term 

resolution, I believe it is vital for the world community to be persistent in calling for negotiations, and 

not military action, to be the foundation of any engagement between Israel and Palestine. From our 

position in the UK I believe it is right that we actively support all groups in the region that seek an 

enduring solution to the conflict based on a secure Palestinian state within just and recognised borders. 

All those attempting to achieve this can and shall have a voice in any Parliament of which I am a part. 

 

7. Labour Market Participation & Income Equality 

 

What would you do to counter workplace discrimination based on religion and race? How would you 

combat shockingly low levels of employment amongst Muslim youth and women? How would you 

ensure greater levels of Muslim participation in white collar and managerial positions? 
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In my own work within Walthamstow I’m proud to have been involved in setting up community projects 

that help ensure young Muslim men who are not in employment, education or training are given 

support to access job opportunities and training within our local area. I believe that the Future Jobs 

Fund will be vital in ensuring that a generation of young people of all faiths and ethnicities are able to 

enter employment and have already seen this making a difference here in Walthamstow. I believe many 

aspects of the forthcoming Equalities legislation will offer protection within the workplace, however it 

would also be of benefit to consider the above questions as part of the remit of the inquiry outlined in 

question 1 above. 

 

8. Prevent 

 

Do you feel the Prevent exercise has been a success? Has Prevent skewed the perception and 

participation of Muslims in politics and society through the dominance of a prism of "violent extremism" 

and terrorism? Moving forwards, would you retain or modify Prevent? 

 

Whilst several of the projects I have been working with have benefited from support through this form 

of funding, I recognise that the focus on “preventative” work has been at the cost of a more complex 

understanding and engagement with the barriers to participation in society experienced by Muslims 

living in contemporary Britain. I believe the time is right to review the PVE programme and ask how it 

can be reformed to better reflect these challenges. 

 

 

9. A Responsible Media  

 

Is self-regulation of the press effective enough? How might it be tightened? Do sufficient sanctions exist 

to prevent newspapers engaging in absurdly hostile reporting – like recent Daily Express front pages? 

 

The media can be irresponsible in its coverage of ethnic communities. However, I would not wish to see 

any tightening of regulations that further infringes freedom of speech. Rather, bigotry and hostility must 

be exposed for what it is and thoroughly rebutted using those very same freedoms and better use made 

of legislation to deal with incitement to religious or racial hatred. As stated above, including the issue of 

media coverage in any Parliamentary inquiry into Islamophobia will be an important step in ensuring 

that happens. 

 

10. Voter Apathy & Disengagement 

 

Has your party done enough to attract ethnic minorities to stand as parliamentary candidates and if so, 

why has this not translated into a more representative Commons? How would you improve matters in 

subsequent elections? If you are elected, how would you ensure ethnic minority views are regularly 

listened to in your constituency? 

 

As a local community activist I have championed the importance of participation for those currently 

underrepresented. I have done this through supporting practical actions including All Women Shortlists 

and the work of BAME Labour and through promoting and developing mentoring and training 

programmes. For example, I have worked closely with our local Women in Public Life Forum and with 

young people from minority ethnic backgrounds in Walthamstow to encourage them to stand for a wide 

range of roles including school governing bodies, local councils and positions of responsibility within my 

own political party. I have also held many events to celebrate the diversity of Walthamstow and the 
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benefits this brings to our local community, and to challenge the threat posed by the BNP in East 

London. My goal in this work is to ensure that a wide range of voices are seen and heard in our local 

political and social activities and that 

pathways into representation are made accessible to a wide range of individuals if desired. I value 

diversity as part of a healthy democracy and integral to progressive politics and believe that in this arena 

there is much more to be done. I would therefore continue to work closely with a wide range of 

communities in Walthamstow if elected, to encourage and engage them in the broader political process 


